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ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY® INTRODUCES THE NEW BUSHCRAFT MACHETE TO ITS LINE OF 
AWARD-WINNING SURVIVAL PRODUCTS 

 
A	  Versatile	  Update	  on	  an	  Iconic	  Design	  

No outdoorsman is prepared without a top-quality machete and the new Ontario Knife Company ® Bushcraft Machete is 
world class. Featuring a timeless design and classic, rugged materials; the OKC Bushcraft Machete is sure to be your 
go-to blade whether you need to enhance your camping experience or survive in the wilderness.  
 
The Ontario Knife Company (OKC) teamed with award-winning blade designer and craftsman Dan Maragni to build a 
machete blade that was both strong and simple in design. Maragni’s update on the legendary Collins Machete takes a 
proven blade-pattern and adds key features demanded by the bushcraft community. The high carbon 5160 steel blade 
is hardened to 53-55 HRC, strong enough to handle the toughest chopping tasks without being too hard to sharpen in 
the field. The 16-inch blade is designed to avoid getting stuck when chopping wood. 
 
Made for work, the Bushcraft Machete has a comfortable and firm grip for both ease of use and safety. The blade 
features a small guard to prevent the hand from sliding forward, and the bird’s head style grip wraps down behind the 
user’s hand. Packaged as a survival system, the Bushcraft Machete also includes a fire starter and durable lanyard. The 
lanyard can be wrapped around the wrist or unwound to provide over 20 feet of emergency paracord.  
 
The classic design, American hardwood handle, and sheath by renowned holster manufacturer DeSantis® make the 
Bushcraft Machete a beautiful blade while still giving it the durability to be your most reliable workhorse. Whether cutting 
rope, chopping wood or clearing brush; the OKC Bushcraft Machete will be a valuable companion at the campsite, on 
the trail, or in an emergency. It’s also a great tool for keeping trails cleared, harvesting crops or trimming branches 
around your home. 
 
The Bushcraft Machete is a companion piece to the recently released OKC Bushcraft Field Knife, also designed by Dan 
Maragni, which won Field and Stream ® magazine’s 2014 “Best of the Best” award for survival knives.   

 
Founded in 1889, The Ontario Knife Company is a U.S. owned and operated organization that continually stays on the 
forefront of knife designs and cutting-edge technology. Ontario’s military supply roots go deep into its history, as the 
company has been supplying quality cutlery to the U.S. Military since WWII. Today, the company consistently develops 
new knife designs that allow military personnel to have the products they need in order to get their jobs done both on and 
off of the battlefield. Ontario Knife is also especially proud of being selected as the sole provider of the United States 
Marine Corps OKC3S Multi-purpose Bayonet System and the Model 4 Rescue Strap Cutter. In addition to being a major 
supplier to the U.S. Armed Forces, Ontario Knife teams with a nationwide network of distributors/dealers to market its 
products to many diverse consumer and niche markets including the tactical/military, hunting, outdoors, law enforcement 
and cutlery industries. Worldwide sales activity encompasses more than 46 countries and continues to grow.  
 
For more information about Ontario Knife Company and its industry-leading line of advanced knives, machetes, edged 
products and specialty tools, contact Ontario Knife Company at P.O. Box 145-26 Empire Street · Franklinville, NY 14737 
· Telephone (716) 676-5527 · Or visit www.ontarioknife.com. The Ontario Knife Company is a subsidiary of publicly 
traded Servotronics, Inc. (listed as NYSE MKT - SVT). 
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